Jane Doe will not disappoint. “Jane, the self-described sociopath at the center of Victoria Helen Stone’s novel, [is] filling a hole in storytelling that we’ve long been waiting for.” BitchMedia. A gripping tale of revenge, Jane Doe will keep readers on the edge of their seats until the very end. Bustle. Jane Doe is a riveting, engrossing story about a man who screws over the wrong woman, with a picture-perfect ending that’s the equivalent of a big red bow on a shiny new car. It’s that good. Jane Doe. 2,155 likes · 59 talking about this. Ben je druk? Druk gezin, drukke baan, druk social leven? Volg mij dan. Ik neem je mee om even te… Å Voorproefje Ivy Forbes | Books of Jane Doe. Met in de ene hand een beker Starbucks coffee-to-go en in de andere mijn telefoon loop ik de lift in. Ondertussen probeer ik met man en macht mijn tas onder mijn arm te klemmen. De lift is nog leeg. Summary: Jane Doe is a first-person POV thriller author Victoria Helen Stone calls it “emotional suspense” in our podcast interview, and I think it’s an ideal term for this book. Jane is a sociopath. She knows it, and she’s done considerable research to figure out why and how she was different from other people.